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1.

Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS

Phrazer/Kitsune is the only qualified healthcare journey solution that empowers patients and staff of any language and
background to navigate care more efficiently and effectively. Phrazer/Kitsune guides patients throughout their healthcare
journey with vital engagements that enhance care and efficacy.
Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS is an integrated patient
entertainment portal that is made dynamically available on the Phrazer/Kitsune platform as desired. The Phrazer/Kitsune
PEPS is a safe, secure and relevant patient experience provided on the only qualified medical device that meets
infectious disease control standards, Civil Rights/Patient Rights requirements and works seamlessly with validated
medical interactions to ensure no interruption or diversion from healthcare objectives. The integration of Phrazer/Kitsune
PEPS provides a meaningful, seamless experience for patients between vital care engagements and offers validated
education and modernized, patient experience enhancing on-demand entertainment. Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS requires no
training for patients and includes extensive on-system assistance and support for a simple, satisfying and reliable
experience.
1.1.
Differentiating Features
Qualified and Safe
The Phrazer/Kitsune platform is not a vector for diseases that ensures patients and staff are kept safe. The platform is
totally sealed, incorporates novel integrated antimicrobial materials, is FCC parts A&B complaint, has no emissions and is
intrinsically safe as required by regulation. The attractive, rugged design also conveniently offers bedside, laptop and
handheld positions and includes Kitsune, the only audio system that is wearable, private and convertible to speakers.
There are no open ports, the custom operating system has never been hacked and has military encryption to keep Patient
Health Information (PHI) more secure than any other platform. The development chain does not include unsecured
developers, rather it is single source for second to none simplicity and security. The Phrazer/Kitsune system has a special
source design that nearly eliminates bandwidth usage, reduces costs and delivers high volume/high quality content with
99% uptime design.
Personalized to Patients via Breakthrough CITE Technologies
Phrazer/Kitsune is the most vetted and proven platform for patient engagement. The adaptive interfaces personalize to
the patient’s language, literacy, age, gender and culture to ensure the most attention arresting and positive experience
available. Phrazer/Kitsune pioneers the validated sciences of Communication & Information Theory Empowered (CITE)
technologies that have established the highest patient/staff engagement performance ever achieved in market, with well
over 10,000,000 proven and qualified interactions.
Workflow Supportive without Process Disruption
Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS is dynamically controlled by the healthcare flow requirements. Using process cues and Near Field
Communication (NFC) technology the system ensures that Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS never interrupts, delays or
compromises the patient’s health experience. Further, Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS personalizes to-the-patient engagements
and ensures that no assistance is needed. The PEPS platform and content are managed and fully controlled by the
health enterprise via a secure web application.
Inclusive Solution
In conjunction with patients, there are family members and others who may not have direct access to Phrazer/Kitsune, but
do desire the quality, controlled PEPS experience on their personal devices. For these, Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS can
provide provisioned network tethering, on a PPV basis, for Bring-Your-Own-Device experience. The use of PEPS on
consumer systems (PEPS-C) via Phrazer/Kitsune network tethering ensures low overhead, single license, controlled
bandwidth service is provided via reliable, stable and secure platform.
Efficient with Rapid ROI
Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS improves experience, patient satisfaction, patient engagement and provides a qualified revenue
path at no cost to the patient or medical system. The Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS sponsorship pathway enables cost free
access for patients as well as a Pay-Per-View (PPV) path for on-system purchases via credit card.
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1.2

Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS Application Architecture (one of a kind)
Near Zero Network Impact
Phrazer/Kitsune has the largest onboard memory system in the market by many factors.
The high speed, high density memory is deeply encrypted and in isolated sources to
separate PHI and non-PHI services. What this design means to Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS is
vital; over 90% of PEPS content is resident on Phrazer/Kitsune.

This means:
• Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS doesn’t need to stream content (no delay service and more efficient file design)
• Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS doesn’t draw down the internet pipe (saving millions annually and not interrupting other
services)
• Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS can use far more efficient compression schemas and playback methods (high quality full
frame)
• There is no latency of content access and display (realtime scrubbing and navigation)
• Quality of Service is at the highest potential (users get consistent, reliable results every time)
• No special network build out is needed (minimal special router/server/access stacks and wire runs required)

Self Generated Mesh Network
Phrazer/Kitsune provides its own self generated, always live and managed
network using novel signal and relay mesh technology. This means that what
one Phrazer/Kitsune has, all can have, dynamically, without loading each
individually. This also means no additional use of the vital LAN and internet pipe
services within the medical system. Further, this same technology manages
realtime tracking and offers special messaging features.

Differentiated, Simple, Integrated and High Benefit: Overview
A Phrazer/Kitsune Edge Server is located at the Internet Switch. This secured server is the single source for all oncampus Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS services from health topics, to on-demand content, to live streams. This Edge Server
performs the single point Internet content pulls at low demand times and serves as local distribution/source of Phrazer/
Kitsune media content.
With ample on device storage, each Phrazer/
Kitsune retains the bulk of the most popular
media locally; eliminating network load.
Because Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS is an
extremely low network impact platform and
fully secured, it operates on existing
infrastructure.
Via a standard parallel
provisioned access (at the switch and routers),
the system is ready to serve services including,
but not limited to live TV streams, CreditCard
services and video conferencing.
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High Level Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS Architecture Diagram (Including EMR Integration)

Additional Differentiating Benefits
Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS offers a controlled and tracked service that lends well to highly secure payment. Patients will
have special PPV services available that users of consumer devices don’t, such as food services, WiFi tethering,
specialty care services (message), access to the gift shop and more. The PPV options on consumer devices opens a
need for a totally different payment security design and expansive support/tracking system. Funding the PEPS-C will
require PPV services and the extra cost of securing and supporting will increase initial cost and extend time to ROI.

Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS, Edge server and subnet system, Administration Web Interface and on-device support and
training services are well defined in the Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS specification and a fully functioning demonstration is
available. A PEPS-C MVP version is available for demonstration upon request as well (without PPV functionality).
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PEPS on Consumer Systems (PEPS-C) - Design Scope and Objectives

2.

The objective of PEPS access on consumer devices is to enable family members to engage the portal via a controlled
browser based interface. This special design ensures secure infrastructure access to desired services that are in the total
control of the medical enterprise. Unlike the Phrazer/Kitsune platform, which has highest quality hardware, performance
and standards, the consumer side is lowest quality hardware and has highly variable non-standardized states (physical
size, chip performance, codecs, system versions, browser versions, etc.). The target interface will be a browser to
standardize the user experience across different consumer platforms.
Process Example
A patient and family members arrive for medical service. Phrazer/Kitsune is provided to the patient for their healthcare
journey. After registration and medical concern interchange, the patient is directed into the examination room while the
family members remain in the waiting area or elsewhere. The patient retains Phrazer/Kitsune and access to Phrazer/
Kitsune PEPS. The family may now choose to access the medical system’s private PEPS-C WiFi which automatically
launches a browser based PEPS-C interface.
2.1
Approach
Implementing PEPS-C is a large scale project as it requires extensive infrastructure build which handles multiple
servers and multi-platform catered code. Since Phrazer/Kitsune is a secure platform and incorporates PHI as well as
entertainment experiences, the PEPS-C will necessarily be deployed on a parallel, isolated network. The PEPS-C
deployment will be established in stages to enable the MVP (Minimum Viable Product). The Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS port
to a PEPS-C application that uses HTML5/Javascript based technology. The PEPS-C MVP provides two key features:
1. Setup local/private CDN (Content Delivery Network) server(s)
2. HTML5/Javascript based PEPS-C portal for consumer device user interface
The HTML5/Javascript based PEPS-C offers limited features compared to the Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS. PEPS-C includes
access to audio/video content while additional features such as tethering, games, videoconferencing, and special
messaging won’t be available. For the PEPS-C audio/video content, media segments are pushed dynamically to the portal
application to allow realtime entertainment access. This MVP becomes complex, as there’s a multitude of variable
features an HTML5/Javascript based PEPS-C portal has to support:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

It downloads and parses a custom manifest file (additional downloads won’t be possible)
It guesses the current network conditions (primarily managed on LAN)
It registers user preferences (for example, the preferred languages)
It engages the custom interfaces as a live served stream with access to key education and entertainment videos
It constantly tracks which segments to load depending on at least the two previous points
It manages a segment pipeline to download sequentially the right segments at the right time (downloading every
segment at the same time would be inefficient: you need the earliest one sooner than the next one)
It has also deals with subtitles, often entirely managed in JS
It manages a thumbnails track, which you can see when hovering the progress bar
Many services utilized also require DRM management which is handled in code
In cases it will determine to launch native “apps” on the consumer devices for specific services (games, etc)
and many other things such as graphics accelerators, displays, network speeds variants, etc.

At the core, the PEPS-C is a complex web-compatible video player based on MediaSource and SourceBuffers. These
tasks are usually performed by open source libraries. PEPS-C provides rich APIs, takes the Manifest (MPD format in
case MPEG-DASH streaming standard) and various preferences as arguments, and then pushes the right segment at the
right time in the right source buffers. PEPS-C uses a DASHJS open source Javascript library that allows greater
modularization and flexibility when designing and developing PEPS-C, which, in essence, will necessarily be managed by
complex front-ends.
Note: PEPS-C uses MPEG-DASH streaming standards to perform local streaming via EDGE server to clients (Consumer
devices ie. HTML5/Javascript based PEPS portal). You can read more about available streaming options/standards at 2.4
HTML5 Streaming Options.
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2.2.

Included in PEPS-C MVP
●
●
●
●
●

2.3.

Rich interface with responsiveness to handle most of consumer devices ie. Android, iOS, Windows and
considerations of hardware variables (screen sizes, graphics accelerators, memory availability).
Tab view for selecting from video and audio.
Awareness of system settings such as bluetooth connected and user preferences.
Grid view for both tabs (audio/video) that list out all media available.
Session management for restricting users. After one hour of connection, PEPS-C will prompt the user to use paid
service or re-login and continue experiencing a sponsorship version. Please note that payment related
integration (PPV) will not included in the MVP.
Technology
● Front-end Technologies
○ Bootstrap
○ ReactJS + Redux
○ DashJS
● Serverside Technologies
○ NodeJS
● Media Packaging and Development Framework
○ shaka-packager
○ gpac (MP4Box)
○ x264

2.4
HTML5 Streaming Options
Unlike Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS the PEPS-C can not stream mp4 content from Edge to web client application ie. HTML5/
Javascript based PEPS-C. All current Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS media is in either mp3 and/or mp4 format, which cannot be
used directly on consumer streams. The PEPS-C stream content requires special recompressing for HTML5/Javascript
streaming. For clarity, mp4 is a great format for downloadable videos but isn’t for video streaming. Phrazer/Kitsune uses
its world leading on-device storage for highly efficient access to, and use of, audio and video content. Conversely, there
will be no file downloads or available space for PEPS-C and the tremendous benefits of mp4 in the context of HTML5
streaming can not be utilized. The result of PEPS-C is a requirement for a high demand LAN streaming infrastructure
design and up-time/access speed challenges. Even LAN WiFi is highly limited when streaming for multiple clients so a
sophisticated load balancing solution needs to be implemented.
NOTE: HTML5 video means you put a <video> tag in your web page and set a certain src for it. HTML5 streaming is the
same, but when src points not to a complete video file but rather to an ever-updating video stream. YouTube does HTML
video, Twitch does HTML5 streaming. The <video> tag doesn’t care how the stream is formed or transmitted, or whether
the browser will be able to play it at all; it only cares about src pointing to any video stream. Technically speaking, the
HTML5 spec “tells” nothing about which protocols, transports or codecs should be used with HTML5 video (this may
require extensive support services for users). Here is a quick review of terms for review:
1. Protocol defines how communicating parties exchange data. The two parties are almost always a client and a
server, client being the one initiating the communication. The stream can flow from the server to the client (in the
case of video playback) or from the client to the server (in case of broadcasting).
Examples of protocols: RTSP, RTMP, HTTP, HLS, IGMP.
2. Transports container, a.k.a. container defines how compressed video gets packed into bytes for transmission
over the wire or WiFi network from one party to another (using some protocol).
Examples of containers: MPEG-TS, RTMP, RTP.
3. Codecs in this case refers to a way to compress raw video for efficient transport over network and how to
uncompress it for quality playback. Codecs are about compressing the video before streaming, transports are
about sending the compressed video over a particular protocol. Most streaming services don’t deal with codeclevel compression and work with protocols and transports only.
Examples of codes: h264, aac, mp3.
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Good choices for HTML5 streaming, MPEG-DASH is a recommended streaming option.
MPEG-DASH typically is h264/h265-compressed video with aac audio transported with mp4, or vp8/vp9 transported
with WebM. The standard however is not bound to any particular codecs, protocols, or transports. As with HLS, the
stream can be divided into chunks but it’s optional here. Instead of playlists MPEG-DASH uses XML-formatted MPD
manifests. MPEG-DASH is similar to HLS in many ways.
DASH’ manifest is called the Media Presentation Description (MPD) and is at its base XML. The DASH specification
has a great flexibility which allows MPDs to support most use cases (audio description, parental controls) and to be
codec-agnostic.
HLS is h264-compressed video with aac- or mp3-compressed audio, transported with MPEG-TS. The stream is
divided into chunks described in m3u8 playlists and is transmitted over HTTP. HLS supports multi-bitrate streams,
Live/VOD. HLS is overall plain but complex, so it behaves differently on different devices.
2.5

Content Delivery Architectures for Live Video Streaming: Hybrid CDN-P2P
There are many providers for online streaming via Content Delivery Network (CDN), Peer to Peer (P2P) network or
hybrid CDN-P2P system. PEPS-C analyses a hybrid solution for real-time streaming: hybrid CDNP2P mechanism
that takes the best of both CDN and P2P content delivery architectures. By adapting the best of both worlds (CDN
and P2P), we detail a hybrid model which, through quantitative analysis, shows the benefits of merging the two
architectures. Through simulation, it is proven that a hybrid CDN-P2P approach is a much more stable platform and
at the same time a very cost effective approach in providing a live streaming service to the masses.

2.6

Deliverables Associated with PEPS-C
PEPS-C, Edge server, Apache application, parallel subnet system, Shared Admin.
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2.7

PEPS-C Application Architecture
PEPS-C requires a highly responsive streaming network with multiple access points and layered WiFi bandwidth
based on usage requirements. Furthermore, it requires an integrated security and media management system.
Other than a manifest file, there are no allowed downloads and uploads from consumer systems.

#
High Level Architecture Diagrams PEPS-C Deviation
1. Phrazer server
a. Responsible for managing access to content for each edge server and hospital/group.
b. Responsible for managing JPMC payment gateway (PPV).
c. Responsible for gathering statistics/usage reports.
d. Responsible for the control panel that enables selective media availability.
2. Edge server
a. CDNP2P Architectures for media streaming (responsible for handling all data traffic and streaming using
LAN topology).
b. It will be connected to a Phrazer web app for access management and content updates.
c. It will handle the user access time: Will give free usage for the PEPS web portal to particular users for
fixed hour(s), and will manage those hours in session. After free usage is done, user need to:
i.
Pay for further access or experience a sponsorship
ii. Re-login to the portal
3. Consumer devices
a. As soon as consumer device connected with PEPS-C private Wifi network, PEPS-C will launch.
b. Consumer will need to enter login details and some unique information (e.g. mobile number or
appointment number) to manage session for particular users.
c. After login they can use PEPS-C services.
2.8

Application Prototype/Screen Designs and Flow
The PEPS-C interface will be provided via the Apache Application on the Phrazer Edge server and will generally
match the UIs as displayed on Phrazer/Kitsune.
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3. Comparative Facility Diagrams and Features
The complete diagrams of access points, WiFi subnets and emissions control will be provided upon RFQ request with
exchange of architectural/access diagrams and usage estimates. The diagrams below are general representations of
the difference in requirement and complexity for a Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS and a PEPS-C streaming service. Both
systems will leverage the Edge server to minimize the network impact and Internet “pipe” requirement.

Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS Architecture

Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS-C MVP Architecture

Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS is fully secure and uses
a self propagated mesh network with ondevice storage to alleviate nearly all
streaming and update requirements thereby
eliminating the robust streaming
infrastructure.
PEPS-C requires a highly responsive streaming network with
multiple access points and layered WiFi bandwidth based on
usage requirements. This also requires an integrated
security and media management system. Other than a
manifest file, there are no allowed downloads and uploads
from consumer systems.
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3.1

Comparative Features
A single source hardware/software/OS comes with significant advantages for network impact, security, stability,
safety, cost, adaptability, up-time reliability and control. The following chart illustrates the the impact and
differences between Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS and PEPS-C:

Feature

Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS

Full data security
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Infectious disease control
On device media
Low network pull
Streaming
Live video streams
Single point control
Zero support model
Near Field controllers
Intrinsic safety
FDA compliance
All language coverage
Credit card security
User tracking
User navigation
Existing infrastructure
Secure OS
Single source support
Restrictive use (camera,
microphone, etc)
Self adjusting mesh
network

PEPS-C
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4.

References
1. Open-source web video players and Javascript libraries. Here are various open-source examples
a. rx-player: Configurable player for both DASH and Smooth Streaming content. Written in TypeScript —
Shameless self-plug as I’m one of the devs.
b. dash.js: Play DASH contents, support a wide range of DASH features. Written by the DASH Industry
Forum, a consortium promoting interoperability guidelines for the DASH transport protocol.
c. hls.js: well-reputed HLS player. Used in production by multiple big names like Dailymotion, Canal+,
Adult Swim, Twitter, VK and more.
d. shaka-player: DASH and HLS player. Maintained by Google.
2. A media packaging and development framework for VOD and Live DASH and HLS applications, supporting
Common Encryption for Widevine and other DRM Systems.
a. https://github.com/google/shaka-packager
b. https://bitmovin.com/mp4box-dash-content-generation-x264/
c. https://github.com/gpac/gpac
3. Several open source players that stream DASH and/or HLS media contents
a. DASH and HLS on Web: Shaka Player
b. DASH on Web: dash.js
c. HLS on Web: hls.js
d. DASH and HLS on Android: ExoPlayer

5.

Timeline
This will be on ongoing project however the MVP will require 4+ months dependent upon access to IT resources
at each facility.

6.

Quotation
There is a current quote for Phrazer/Kitsune PEPS on file with PHSA and Fraser Health, however, updates to this
design open reduced initial cost of deployment and the quote for PEPS-C is dependent upon the foundational
PEPS on Phrazer/Kitsune. Service, network infrastructure and support requirements for Consumer PEPS is
significantly more complicated and will require a facility specification for each implementation.
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